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1. HAZOP is an abbreviation for which is a safety check
lists that should be carried out before authorizing work liable to have serious
mechanical, flammable, or toxic hazard.

2. The five components needed for a dust explosion to are _
______ , and _

3. The is responsible for investigating technical problems and
for transferring laboratory results to plant scale operations.

4. The is the person responsible for mechanical
maintenance and knows many of the faults that occur.

5. The is usually a chemical engineer who will have to
start up and operate the plant (with a new design).

6. The is responsible for plant operation as is known as a
supervisor or superintendent in most US companies.

7. The is usually a chemical engineering who draws up the
flow sheet of a new plant.

8. The storage of bulk amount of toxic and chemical liquids is preferably stored in

9. Bulk storage of toxic or flammable liquids in excess of is not
recommended on site.

10. The preferred method of stacking drums in the open air is to stack them

11. LPG is an abbreviation for ~_ and must be stored in
properly designed vessels, in which at least unfilled space must be
allowed to prevent the development of dangerous pressure.

12. Metal containers should have about __ % extra space to allow for liquid
expansion.

13. The should arrange for an inspection of the
equipment and factory every __ months.

14. Quantities of flammable liquid more than should be kept in
outside stores.

15. For transporting or transferring gas tanks within the lab, a should
be used. If a large quantity like large cases (big boxes) must be moved, a
______ or a crane may be used.



17. Tanks containing have a red band and tanks that
contain have yellow band.

18. The will relieve the lab superintendent of the
responsibility of main control and direct the shutting down and evacuation of the
laboratory.

19. An is used to prepare workers for emergencies
such as the release of toxic gas.

20. should leave the building immediately upon
hearing the fire alarm.

21. Fire fighters, rescuers, first-aid providers are all and
will work under the direction of the and later the

22. The have the responsibility of assisting the orderly
evacuation of the building.

23. Upon discovering a major vapor or liquid escape of a hazardous material, persons
should and leave immediately.

24. A communicating door must be able to provide fire resistance for at least

25. If there are some workers trapped inside the building, the 3 main tasks of
emergency services team are , and

26. The should be designated in a safe place in the open air
where workers evacuating can meet.



Electrical Fire
__ Metallic fire such as magnesium

Gas or oil fire
__ Fire involving paper, wood, cloths

3. Name 4 outside resources are generally contacted in cases of laboratory
emergencies. (4 points)

4. When an emergency alarm goes-off (toxic gas release), what should
personnel/workers do? In case of toxic releases, ifthe building is located upwind,
what should you do? (4 points)



__ Oxidizing agents
__ Harmful, keep away from food stuffs

Flammable
__ Can easily combust without external influences
__ Poisonous gas

Radioactive material

7. What is this a symbol of? What type ofliquid does it generally store? Give 2
examples of chemicals that are stored in this container? (3 points)



8. What does this symbol represent? What does it generally transport? How is this
liquid stored at customers location? (3 points)

9. What does this symbol represent? What does it generally transport? How is this
liquid stored at customers location? (3 points)

10. What is the most common color for a storage cylinder and how often must the
tanks be tested? (2 points)



1. DOT3AA4000
2. SG12152A
3. GASINC (Registered Symbol of Gas Inc.)
4. 5-85
5. SCG
6.08L05+*
7. Cylinder Tank Bar Code Label- BGA136
8. Cylinder Manufacturer's Inspection marking
9. TW 165



1. Discuss 5 reasons why a company does not want any accident to take place?
(5 points)

3. What are the 4 types of major damages that must be considered in assessing the
overall risk of accident? (4 points)



4.1 If an accident has a probability of occurring once in 1-5 years.
4.2 If an accident causes high magnitude of damage, "F1'l1~~'WLLd'I~'1".

4.3 If an affected victim must be treated by a nurse, "~nTj''1J1(?lL~1JL~niimJ1'W~::;~1J1J~~

'I"ltJ1'lJ1~"".
4.4 If an accident causes the company to shut down parts of its production line,

"Vlf'l"ltJ~'WL~m!\1tJ~1n LL~::;~'el'lVlI'J(?lm~eJ~I?I~'1V1~(?l".

5. If an accident causes very high (~'1 mn) damage, but has occurred once within 5

years, what is its total hazard level (~::;~1JF1'l1~L~tJ'I'i1'W1?I~1tJ)?(3 points)

7. Ifan existing plant must undergo HAZOP, name 6 persons that must be included
in the HAZOP team? (6 points)



9. Conduct a HAZOP analysis of a boiler at an industry (or our ChE dept.). Use the
TWO GUIDE WORDS and fill out the table. Identify the Possible Causes, the
Consequences, and the Action Required. (10 points)

Guide DeviatioB Possible Causes Consequences Action Required
Word :'
MORE
OF

More (1)
Temperature

Pressure
buildup,
explosion

LESS
OF

Low Water
Level

(1) Water Pump
Fails

Cover by (a), (b),
and (c)

(d) Regular
maintenance of
pump

Water
discharge,
flooding,
electrical shock

(e) Regular
inspection



10. Draw a diagram of a typical storage tank and the safety devices that must be
installed. What are LC and TC? (12 points)

1. From the Fire from Ice incident in Texas, answer the following question.
(10 points)



1.3. Why did the section of the pipeline support 77 feet away fail (collapsed)
from the "jet fire"? (2 points)

2. Match the following information with the Presentations from CLASS?
(14 points)

(a) Fire from Ice, Valero, Texas
(b) Static sparks explosion in Kansas
(c) Wastewater Plant, Florida
(d) Explosion and Fire at Formosa, PVC, Illinois
(e) Propane Explosion at Ghent, West Virginia
(1) Propylene Fire at Plax-Air, St. Louis
(g) Blast Waves in Danvers, Massachusetts

__ 1. Air got inside a pipe and storage tank, causing turbulence
__ 2. Explosion occurred at a paint company.
__ 3. Shockwaves destroyed windows miles away
__ 4. Pipe made from PVC broken because of deformation of tank
__ 5. Worker turned the wrong way trying to clean out a reactor
__ 6. Gas tanks rocketed into residential area damaging cars and buildings
__ 7. Fire and explosion caused by "hot works"
__ 8. Replacement of gas tank and malfunction "cap" led to an explosion
__ 9. Fire and explosion caused by "hot works"
__ 10. Explosion occurred during the transfer of non-conductive VANP Naphtha
__ 11. Worker bypassed an interlock and released dangerous toxic chemicals
__ 12. Structural support at this factory collapsed leading to broken pipelines
__ 13. Hot weather likely caused the release of gas
__ 14. Explosion occurred at local convenient store.
__ 15. Pipe broken because of cold weather

3. From the above VDO's, select one VDO can discuss how the accident could have been
prevented. (5 points)



4. From the In Class Presentation above, select TWO of the presentations and (1) discuss
the accident, (2) the possible causes of the accident, (3) consequences from the
accident, and (4) recommendations about the accident or how it could have been
prevented. (16 points)



5. From the Japan Tsunami case, discuss 3 prevention measures at the Nuclear Power
Plant in Fugiyama that failed and what caused their failures. (5 points)

BONUS: Match the following Ajarns with the university that they get their PhD's
degree from. (5 points)

1. A.Pakamas
2. A. Sininart
3. A.Surasawasdee
4. A. Chayanoot
5. A. Ram
6. A. Kulchanart
7. A. Lupong
8. A. Sukritthira
9. A. Charun
10. A. Pornsiri

__ Texas A&M University
__ Prince of Songkla University
__ Johns Hopkins University
__ Lehigh University
__ Colorado School of Mines
__ University of Colorado
__ Vanderbilt University
__ Petroleum College (Chulalongkorn)
__ Chulalongkorn University
__ Cranfield University (England)


